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Gaining from One
Life, s Contributions
EDITORIAL BY ROBERT

L.

SMITH

of nature that represent a lifetime of
contribution to our ways of thinking
about existence. Gwen's 17 books, published between 1957 and today, consistently urge people to be both thoughtful
and intuitive about the way they relate
to the natural world. As we return to the
office - overwhelmed - to confer with
Bill, we find that Gwen has been reading
MRA'sjournal.
Gwen is assertive about making recommendations for future issues. (Eliot,
Gwen's workshop dog, has quite a lot to
say at the same time.) Gwen knows MRA
because of attending our annual conferences to exhibit her prints and poems.
She tells of being annoyed with a speaker who tried to tell teachers that they
don't know how to teach art. One of our
articles reminds her of the misguided
and overbearing speaker, for she suggests warning authors about supplying
lists of rules. Whereas rules seem to narrow our possibilities, Gwen's approach
is to open up new horizons through creativity. She wrote, in Chatotic Harmony
(1989):

Gwen Frostic's computer sits in
the comer, closer to the printing
presses which reproduce her art
in the adjoining shop than to
her desk. Exiling the computer leaves room on her
desk for writing poems
in long-hand ... and for

journals. A copy of our journal presently
rests half on the desk and half in the
hands of the artist-poet.
To answer Marlene's and my request
for help designing the covers for the
1994-95 MR Journal, Gwen quickly and
joyously replies that her father had been
a superintendent of schools and that she
supports education in any way she can.
She introduces us to her nephew Bill
Frostic and says that he will assist us in
picking out any of her images which
MRA can then use without cost. As I ask
for permission to quote from her poems
as well, I think, "This is going to be a
very good year for the Journal."
The excitement Marlene and I feel
prevents the selection process from
being work, but we quickly realize that it
will not be easy to decide upon four
images from a portfolio as vast as
Gwen's. Even though we know her handcarved block-prints quite well from previous visits to the Benzonia workshop, it
takes us an hour, alongside the many
shoppers, to explore the flowers, birds,
insects, plants, and other lovely images
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

Imagination escapes the world as it is into potentialities.
Gwen suggests writing an article
about love of language. She reminds us
that people's vocabularies unfortunately
tend to inhabit ruts despite the many
beautiful and interesting words waiting
to be selected. Gwen's later writing displays a conscious attempt to broaden
language usage. She would like teachers
to help students develop a love of language which will lead to creative combinations of words and ideas.
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With the customary load of cards and
books wrapped in colorful paper topped
with sprigs of cedar, Marlene and I drive
south discussing the wisdom in Gwen's
brief comments. We decide to build
Gwen's ideas into the topic strands
which we hope writers explore during
the course of the school year.
Specifically, we wish to see articles,
stories, and poems about issues such as:
• imagination and creative use of
language
• celebrating diversity and fostering
communication across discourse
communities
• teachers' intuition at work in the
classroom
• parents reading and writing with
their children
• on-going assessment and what it
teaches us about students' learning
• integration of subject matters
• motivating students at various ages
• teacher research in the classroom
• other topics which matter to you.
This is going to be a very good year
for the MR Journal. Once again, I urge
you to help construct the journal, by
telling about your experiences as an

educator and reader/writer. (See the
inside back cover for submission guidelines.) As Gwen has written, "Keep a
sense of wonder - and of awe --/
Forever ... " (from Contemplate, 1973).
But don't feel that you need to have
uncovered universal rules: we agree with
Gwen that none of our formulas will
ever perfectly explain or predict the
complexity of relationships in the world.
Instead of seeking scientific formulas,
we are " ... learning of the contribution
each life makes" (Frostic, from
Contemplate, 1973).
In the same way that Gwen's
depiction of a single bird causes us to
contemplate life's complexities, your
writing of the happenings in your
classroom or school can help others
provide themselves thoughts and
emotions which influence their teaching.
Each life's contributions matter; each
classroom's and each teacher's contributions matter as well!

Robert Smith recently accepted a
position with the Institute for Career
Development. He is President-elect of
the Tri-County Reading Council.
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